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Pruning Hydrangeas

Sweet Gum – A Tree for Spectacular Autumn Colour

We get many questions
at this time of year
about pruning
hydrangeas. How
and when to
prune depends
on the species.
One of the most
common is the
bigleaf (Hydrangea
macrophylla). This group is
commonly known as mophead, lacecaps or
French hydrangeas. This species blooms on
one year old wood. Any pruning should be
done within four to six weeks after bloom.
Prune by selectively thinning out old stems
to rejuvenate plants. Usually no more than
one quarter to one third of the older stems
should be removed each year. Long stems
and branches can be reduced to shape the
plant. Oakleaf hydrangea (H. quercifolia)
should be pruned in the same manner.

Sweet gum (Liquidambar) is a large deciduous tree, growing to a height of 20 metres. It was
introduced in the UK at Fulham Palace in 1681. The name Liquidambar alludes to yellowishbrown gum that exudes from the bark. Although the gum is bitter to the taste, in America it was
used in chewing gum to sweeten the breath. Heartwood from sweet gum is called satin walnut.
It is highly prized by cabinet makers.

Bigleaf and oakleaf hydrangea often fail
to bloom if pruned heavily late in summer
through early spring. This removes flower
buds for the next bloom cycle.
Panicle hydrangeas (H. paniculata), which
includes Pee Gee hydrangea, and smooth
hydrangea (H. arborescens) bloom on new
wood in mid to late summer. These species
should be pruned in winter or early spring.
They can tolerate severe reduction.
For smooth hydrangea, including the
common cultivar ‘Annabelle’, common
practice is to prune the plant to a few
centimeters above ground in winter or
early spring. This can also be done to
panicle hydrangeas, though often the plant
is trained into a tree form. To maintain
as a tree, thin to remove crossing and
conflicting branches and selectively reduce
to maintain desired size and shape.

Autumn foliage of sweet gums is spectacular! The leaves are lustrous green all summer;
changing through shades of yellow and orange then to purple and crimson. Leaves are hand
shaped (palmate) and arranged spirally on the stem. They radiate like a star from the base of the
leaf blade. Bark colour is grey to greyish brown, and is deep furrowed and corky with long flattened
scaly ridges.
Sweet gum prefers sheltered conditions, and is best planted in the company of other medium sized
trees. In nature it thrives with red oak, maple and tulip trees. It requires good light and damp, fairly
lime-free ground. Mild conditions are also a distinct advantage. Transplanting requires special
care, and newly planted trees are frost tender.
In general, sweet gum is regarded as a relatively pest and disease-free tree. However, no tree is
“perfect”. The four problems most likely to be encountered when you have this species on your
property are (if they occur) all treatable:
Canker Disease – Tree health is maintained with watering and fertilisation. Treatments for infection
include a copper wash in winter and pruning out cankers on infected trees.
Leaf Spot - Not regarded as a “serious” disease, leaf spot can be treated with fungicides and the
removal of infected leaves.
Leaf Miner – Can be treated with an insecticide in autumn or spring or an organic spray when trees
are in leaf. Infected leaves should be removed.
Scale – Can affect branches and is treated similarly to leaf miner.
These problems aside, sweet gum is a good choice if autumn
colour is one of your landscape goals.

Disease Alert -

Fight Back Against Honey Fungus with Root Invigoration

A mini-forest of honey-coloured toadstools
at the base of any woody plant usually
signifies the presence of a root rot fungi called
Armillaria mellea. This fungi with the frill on
its stalk beneath the cap causes white rot in
woody plants. It is a long-lived and soil-borne
parasitic fungi that wreaks havoc on many
precious garden plants.
Initial symptoms of the disease are:
failure to leaf in spring, wilting yellow foliage,
reduced leaf production, crown dieback, and
prolific flowering/fruiting.
Poor growth, stress and reduced vigour of
garden plants trigger this pathogen. A tree
stressed by lack of water, poor soil nutrition,
compaction or physical injury is more likely to
contract honey fungus than one that is well fed
and regularly watered. In essence, good plant
husbandry reduces the incidence of both pests
and diseases.

The use of a supersonic compressed air spade
to cultivate the soil around the tree trunk
disrupts the fungal bootlaces. This is a key
component of the methods used to repel the
advancing army of bootlace strands, which can
heavily infect the soil, spreading disease and
feeding on trees and shrubs.
Root Invigoration cultivates compacted and
unmanageable heavy soils without damaging
plant roots. Fertiliser and biochar amendments
can then be added to the backfill to create a
fertile, oxygen-laden and porous medium in the
top layer of soil where the fungus tunnels.
The effects of this treatment on any woody plant
are significant in terms of plant health and
growth, but especially effective for treatment of
honey fungus. In addition, application of wood
chip mulch also weakens armillaria as the wood
chips decompose.
Root Invigoration is used
to treat honey fungus.
Honey fungus photo top left by Mike Schomaker, Bugwood.org

Creating a Wildlife Garden
If you want to attract as much wildlife to your
garden as possible you will need to think about
providing good habitats for a variety of animals.
Have as much variety in your garden as you can
e.g. different species of trees, shrubs, hedges,
and plants. Providing a meadow area, compost
heap, pond, flower borders, herb garden,
hedges, window boxes, hanging baskets etc.
creates different habitats for garden visitors.
These different habitats should provide places
for wildlife to shelter, breed and feed. With that
in mind, here are a few suggestions for you to
attract wildlife to your garden:

Crab Apple – birds (including robins, thrushes
and greenfinches) consume the fruit and the
bees are attracted to the flowers in spring.

Holly – Nesting for robins, dunnocks,
goldcrests, berries for blackbirds, redwings
and thrushes. Toads, hedgehogs and other
small mammals hibernate beneath.

Log Pile – Use a mixture of woods and add leaf
litter to attract hedgehogs. Log piles provide
shelter and food for many animals, place your
log pile in a shady spot and add logs and
leaves as they rot away. Insects, mosses, fungi
and lichen love log piles. Even small piles
of logs within shrub beds can be valuable
habitats.

Berberis – provides ground cover and
berries for birds.

Bird Bath – Birds need to bathe and drink
water all year round, clean bath regularly and
place it carefully in your garden with nearby
bushes or trees but with clear visibility.

Nettle Patch – An extremely important plant
for wildlife, as over 40 species of insects are
supported by it, including butterflies. Birds
love nettle patches for the insects and seeds.

Bird Table – Be mindful of cats when placing
tables in your garden, clean regularly and
ensure rain drains away. Maintain feeding
all year round as the birds rely on it once
it’s there. Put out a variety of food to attract
different species. Niger
seed attracts finches
including bullfinch
and goldfinch.

Meadow Area – Cordon off an area of your lawn
and leave it alone, do not mow it. Wild flower
meadows are usually teeming with spiders,
caterpillars, butterflies, moths, birds and small
mammals and they are beautiful.

Buddleia – Benefits bees, butterflies,
moths and bullfinches.
Cotoneaster – flowers in
spring for the bees, and
berries in autumn for the birds.

Hawthorn – 150+ insects feed here which in
turn attracts the birds. Woodmouse, ladybirds,
common toads and some butterflies also
find shelter here. Wrens, blackbirds, robins,
thrushes and finches are common sights also.

Seeds, peanuts and fat balls are all popular,
but be sure to remove the outer netting from fat
balls before you place them in a feeder as birds
can get caught in netting.

Improved bird life and the presence of frogs
and toads reduces nuisance insects, slugs
and snails as they become a food source for
wildlife.

Let’s Communicate Better
We’d like to include you on our emailing-list. If you supply
your email address to your Arborist Representative, you’ll
receive pertinent communications about conditions in your
area and other subjects on a regular but not overbearing
basis. If you reconsider, you can opt out.

Book Reviews

Flower Shows/Events
Autumn Harrogate Flower Show
14-16th September

Natural
Companions
by Ken Druse

Bartlett on Google+
Google Plus is a social media platform
that allows its users to network by creating
‘circles’ of various groups and friends. Visit
Bartlett on Google Plus and join one of our
circles – search for ‘Bartlett Tree Experts!’

Fallen Tree Removed

Bartlett Tree Experts is the proud sponsor of the
‘The Queen Mothers Garden’ at Capel Manor Gardens in
Hertfordshire. Company Chairman Robert A. Bartlett, Jr.
and his wife Kate Bartlett are pictured at left.

During the recent high winds a mature oak fell onto a brick-built
outbuilding. The building contained a variety of kilns used by a
Sevenoaks-based potter who teaches at a number of local schools.
The requirement was to remove the tree without causing
any further damage to the building or contents.

Acclaimed garden
writer Ken Druse
presents recipes
for perfect plant
pairings using
diverse species
that look great
together and bloom at
the same time. Organised by theme within
seasons, and all presented in photographs
that show planted combinations from a
wide variety of climates and conditions. This
book also features more than one hundred
special botanical images of amazing depth
and color.
Filled with an incredible amount of
horticultural guidance, useful plant
recommendations, and gardening lore—all
written in Druse’s charming, witty style—
this book is a must-have for gardeners and
lovers of plants and flowers.

With the use of a 90 ton crane our crew lead by Rob Cosgrove
successfully removed the tree and a very happy client was
able to remove the kilns and continue to share her
skills with the children of Sevenoaks.

Who Will
Plant a Tree?
by Jerry Pullotta &
Tom Leonard
3 -6 years

Decode This Tree-Related Quote
“JLUM ZX JZCM OBM NZJA QLXM-TQZVQ;
“____ __ ____ ___ ____ ____-_____;
SQZMFAXBZD JZCM OBM BLJJE-OQMM.
__________ ____ ___ _____-____.

Strategies for solving Cryptograms:
1. Pattern recognition – Look for single
letter words (A,I,O) or two letter words.
Also common TH words.
2. Letter frequency – The letters E, T, A, O,
I, N, S, H, R, D, L are used most frequently.
J, X, Q, Z are the least frequently used.

OBM BLJJE ZX AVQC NBMF OBM QLXM-TQZVQ TJLLWX,
___ _____ __ ____ ____ ___ ____-_____ ______’
TKO NBZIB NZJJ TJLLW WLXO ILFXOVFOJE?”
___ _____ ____ _____ ____ __________?”
Check the answers at www.bartlett.com/cryptogram or by scanning
this QR code with your smartphone

No Paper - No Problem!
If you choose to enroll in our paperless programme for electronic Tree Tips:
1. Find your client code on outer envelope of current issue (yellow box, 7-digits).
2. Log on to www.bartlett.com/newsletter (select UK).
3. Go to registration link and sign up using your client number and postal code.
It’s that easy. If you want paper service again, just advise us.

“I wonder who
will plant a tree?” begins
this glowingly illustrated meditation on the
interconnectedness of Earth’s creatures.
Each spread features an animal in a
different habitat that, by simply going about
its everyday activities, unknowingly plants
a tree. A squirrel buries an acorn, a dolphin
playfully pushes a coconut onto an island
beach, and ants march a pine nut into their
tunnel. The range of habitats and animals
shown is impressive, from monkeys to
Amazon River fish.
Bark
by Cédric Pollet
The author/
photographer
presents the
most spectacular,
and remarkable
examples of bark
that he has found
across five continents. Each image is
a work of art in itself and is accompanied
by a photograph of each tree in its natural
environment, along with information about
its species, origins, uses, habitat, and
location. Bark is ideal for any nature lover.

Compliments of

TREE TIPS
This issue includes a variety
of timely information.
Please ring me if you have
any concerns with trees and
plants in your garden.

LAB NOTES
Fertilise in Autumn to Combat Cherry Blossom Wilt
The wetter and cooler spring weather has brought on an unprecedented increase in the
presence of a fungal disease known as cherry blossom wilt. What is unique about this fungus
is that unlike most other fungi it attacks the tree through the flowers. Consequently symptoms
of blossom wilt attack first appear on the flowers as brown spots on petals that spread rapidly
over the entire flower and its stem. Twigs bearing infected flowers develop small brown
cankers around the flower stem.
If not controlled blossom wilt can attack the cherry fruit that rots on the tree. Control is
achieved primarily by spraying the flowers with an fungicide from the time the blossom buds
show until the petals fall. Spraying at this time also ensures that by the time the fruit is ready
to eat a few months later any fungicide residues have gone so the fruit is perfectly safe to
consume. Besides fungicide treatment any twigs bearing infected blossoms or cankers should
be pruned out and disposed of by burning. Fertilising ideally in autumn to promote plant vitality has
also been shown to be of benefit. In addition, to cherries, blossom wilt can also attack peaches, plums,
apricots and almonds.
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Unlike most fungi Cherry
Blossom Wilt attacks trees
through the flowers. The fungus
then spreads rapidly.
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